
#334 Julie Benac – Carding:  Perfect Prep    Half day Friday pm $50 

Skill level: Beginner/Intermediate  

Workshop Description: Learn how to prepare and blend fiber for all types of spinning and felting, using hand 

cards, manual, and electric drumcarders. Students will learn basic fiber preparation for carding, the importance 

of TPI, and how to use hand cards to make rolags for the most basic wool spinning prep. An intro to 

drumcarding will show how to select a drumcarder, its safe use and operation, methods for blending fibers, 

blending colors, and using add-ins for art batts. We'll also discuss different ways to remove batts from the 

drumcarder, the best ways to store your batts, and finally, provide resources to learn more about all aspects of 

drumcarding.  

Students should bring: Hand cards or drumcarder, extra clean fiber for carding, if desired. There will be 

several hand cards and drumcarders for students to use if they do not currently own these tools.  

Homework:  If you are bringing fiber from home make sure it is clean.  

Material fee: $15  Fiber pack of several different types/breeds of wool fiber, different types of silks, glitz, locks, 

and combed top, totaling about 8 ounces per student.  

Class Limit: 15 

 

 

#230 M. Theresa Brown--Easy Dye Silk Scarves     Half day Thursday pm $50 

Skill level:  All levels 

Workshop Description:  Create beautiful abstract designs on silk scarves. No need to steam or heat set with 

the specially formulated, safe dyes. You’ll leave with 2 ready to wear pure silk scarves that you designed using 

the techniques learned in the workshop. Suitable for ages 10 and up.  

Participants should bring:  An apron is suggested. 

Homework:   

Material Fee:  $20  Includes 2 silk scarves and use of materials and equipment for dye process. 

Class Limit:  16 

 

 

#300 M. Theresa Brown—Ecoprint on Silk and Wool    Full day Friday $100 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  Learn how to eco-print on silk and wool!  Eco-printing (also known as botanical 

printing) is a natural, sustainable art form that involves collecting leaves, plants and flowers to imprint their 

images directly upon protein fibers using a water bath process.  Students will learn techniques to create 

beautiful, natural designs with colors drawn directly from nature.  At the end of the day, students will take home 

both silk and wool eco-printed scarves; and, the knowledge to continue Eco-printing from nature's resources.  

Participants should bring:  Students are encouraged to bring leaves from their area with emphasis on high 

tannin leaves such as oak, maples, rose, hickory, walnut, sumac, eucalyptus and interesting weeds. 

Homework:  Collect some plant matter!  Fresh leaves are easiest  to use; dried will work but may crumble.  

Try to keep them flat. 

Material Fee: $30  1 Merino wool scarf and 1 silk scarf, a few leaves, use of materials and equipment for dye 

process. 

Class Limit:  14 

 

 

#400 M. Theresa Brown:  Eco-printing in Color on Silk & Wool    Full day Saturday $100 

Skill level:  Intermediate- student should already know the basics of eco-printing  

Workshop Description:  An advanced class for intermediate to experienced Eco-printers. Students will learn 

how to add dyes to create color in their eco-printing on pure silk and merino wool. They will imprint beautiful 

designs onto the fiber and learn how to enhance the designs with dye blankets. At the end of the day, students 



will take home both a silk and wool ecoprinted scarf enhanced with color and the knowledge to continue the 

process at home.  

Participants should bring:  Students are encouraged to bring leaves from their area that they have used 

successfully in eco-printing. 

Homework:  Collect your plant matter. 

Material Fee:  $30 1 Merino wool scarf and 1 silk scarf, use of materials and equipment for dye process. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#301  Heidi Bukoski—Shibori with Style    Full day Friday $100 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  This class will use traditional Japanese Shibori techniques to create a gorgeous 

tunic style top.   Students will start by interpreting their desired design, be it geometric, botanical or critter 

based, using Shibori stitching and binding methods.  There will be many examples from which to draw ideas 

and students are encouraged to bring pictures of things they like.  After stitching and tying, we will dip our 

pieces in a natural indigo dye bath.  Each student will choose either a short sleeved or sleeveless 

asymmetrical cotton top pictured.  (These tops are made in the USA.)  Students must let the instructor know 

their size (S,M,L,XL,2X,3X) 3 weeks before class so they can be ordered and prepared for use. 

Participants should bring:  Rubber gloves, seam ripper and/or small sharp scissors, reading glasses if you 

use them, thimble if you use one.  

Homework:  Notify instructor of size (S-3X) and style of top by July 20.  bukoskih@gmail.com 

Material Fee:  $35  Shirt, dyeing materials. 

Class Limit:  15 

 

 

#220  Christina Coghill— Rainbow Dye Pot - Redding Method     Half day Thursday am $50 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  This is the beginning class in Redding Dyeing.  Love bright saturated colors, and 

want to become a dyer?  This is the class for you.  Learn to dye a rainbow in one pot.  This course will teach 

you how to control your dyes, and to make incredible saturated bright colors.  This class uses raw uncoated 

fibers from a variety of animals.  You will also learn how to “fix” some bad dye jobs.  Be ready for fun, 

excitement and BRIGHT VIBRANT colorways.  Using a minimum number of acid dyes you will find ways to 

create your own rainbow of colors. 

Participants should bring: Pencil or pen to take notes, a mask to wear during class, and a medium (16 quart) 

pot.  Note: this pot cannot be used for food prep after holding dye!  Any type of metal is fine; but, no glass, no 

painted pots, and no warped bottoms.  Wear comfortable clothes that can get wet, comfortable shoes, apron 

and gloves if desired.  Students may bring more than one pot and a skein of wool yarn or 4 oz of fiber, in case 

there is extra time. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $30  4 oz. of raw uncoated fibers from a variety of animals, dyes, handouts, wool shampoo and 

bags to carry wet dyed fibers home. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#231  Christina Coghill-- Dyeing Gradient/Self-Striping Yarns:  Easy and Repeatable     

Half day Thursday pm $50 

Skill level:  all levels 

Workshop Description:  We all love the gradient and self-striping yarns.  Have you ever wondered how they 

are made?  In this class you will learn how to dye gradients and self-striping in a manner that you will be able 



to repeat them EASILY!  We will dye 1 skein of yarn, with 3 colors.  Instructor will provide a large number of 

dye color choices for you to choose from.  You will leave this class not only knowing how to dye these types of 

yarn at home but with skeins you will be able to knit or crochet with to make a wonderful project.  We will be 

using DK superwash yarn in this class.   Additional yarn will be available for purchase as well as the warping 

boards used in class. 

Participants should bring:  Apron, mask to wear in class, gloves if desired, pencil and paper to take notes.  

Also bring a medium sized metal pan that will be a dedicated dyeing pan. Please wear comfortable shoes. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $30  1 skein of superwash DK weight yarn, acid dyes, wool shampoo, instructions for color 

ways, bags to carry wet yarn home and all equipment used to dye yarn.  An additional skein of yarn may be 

purchased for $15. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#101 Nelly DeVault -- Breeds Around the World   Full day Wednesday $100 

Skill level:  Intermediate. 

Workshop Description: For the spinner who is considering processing his or her own fiber.  For the animal 

lover who wants to know more about the many breeds of sheep.  For the history buff who is intrigued about the 

ways the breeds have developed and how the fiber characteristics of each has influenced economy and 

culture.  We will “travel” the world in an organized fashion, acquainting ourselves with long wools, fine wools, 

primitive/landrace fleece and the newer breeds.  There will be something for everyone, and the chance to try 

your hand at spinning roving and top, as well as making your own!    

Students should bring:  A working wheel or drop spindle and any fiber prep tools they wish to use.  I will have 

mine to share. 

Homework:  None 

Material fee:  $40 for fleece samples, expect to take home generous samples. 

Class size:  12 

 

 

#221 Nelly DeVault – Let’s Make Batts   Half day Thursday am $50 

Skill level:  Intermediate. 

Workshop Description:  “Begin at the beginning and carry on until you come to the end.”  In this case, we will 

start at the beginning, making lovely carded batts with one fiber.  But there is no end!  From one fiber, we’ll 

make two fiber blends and talk about the whys and wherefores of the fibers we choose to mix and match.  At 

that point, we can start to move into more adventurous territory, adding several fibers, leaving some locks 

mostly intact, throwing in some noil, sari silk, and whatever else we feel like trying!   

Students should bring:  A working wheel or drop spindle and any fiber prep tools they wish to use.  If any are 

willing to bring a personal drum carder, that is welcome.  I will have mine to share.  They may bring anything 

they would like to try blending. 

Homework:  None. 

Material fee:  $20 for fleece and blending fibers. 

Class size:  12 

 

 

#233 Nelly DeVault – Blending Start to Finish   Half day Thursday pm $50 

Skill level:  Intermediate. 

Workshop Description:  Did you know that you can blend from the beginning of  fiber preparation all the way 

to blending while knitting?  From creating ombre effects with a multi-colored fleece, to making luxury blends 

with exotic fibers, to creating wonderful fabrics while knitting, we will cover the ground! There is no limit to the 



creative possibilities.  We will use wool, camelid fibers, silk, and more, and blend with the tools we use most, 

drum carders, hand cards, and combs. 

Students should bring:  A working wheel or drop spindle and any fiber prep tools they wish to use.  I will have 

mine to share. 

Homework:  None 

Material fee:  $20 for blending fibers. 

Class size:  20 

 

 

#302  Tina Etter – Sculpt Your Own Bearded Gnome   Full day Friday $100 

Skill Level:  Confident beginner and up 

Workshop Description:  Students will create an original 3d gnome with a beard of natural locks, standing 

approximately 12" tall.  You will learn how to make a needle felt sculpture, work with an armature, wrap a base, 

do small bits of wet felt, and attach locks.  We will build a body, and add pants, shoes, a hat, eyes and nose 

before attaching the locks to make a spectacular beard. 

Student should bring: Hand towel, all-purpose thread any color, sharp scissors, 

felting needles and pad if you have them, or these can be purchased in class at a special reduced price.  

Students may bring their own locks if desired (about 2 ounces.) 

Homework: none  

Material fee: 30.00  Unfinished feet and legs, sufficient core wool to build base, one ball for body, colored wool 

for hat, 1+ ounce of locks for beard, square of synthetic felt, beads. 

Class Limit: 12 

 

 

#100  Barb Gallagher-- Learn to Warp your Loom & Weave a Scarf   Full day Wednesday $100 

Skill level:  All levels 

Workshop Description:  I LOVE to warp looms!  If you don’t feel the same, or if you’re new to weaving - this 

class is for you.  Learn how to go from winding yarn on a warping board, to a warped loom, to a finished 

project!   You’ll learn all my tips and tricks and how to enjoy the entire process! You’ll be excited to get started 

on your next project on your loom.   Choose a kit to make a scarf (I will have an assortment of yarns and colors 

or bring) your own warping material. 

Participants should bring:  a loom to warp; warping materials if choosing to make your own project.   

If you bring a shaft loom, bring a warping board, a set of lease sticks and heavy paper to wind on with the 

warp.  If you have a rigid heddle loom, bring your warping peg plus paper to wind on with the warp.  

Let me know if you don’t have a warping board or if you need heavy paper for winding on.  Any questions 

contact barb@weaversloft.com 

Homework:  None   

Material Fee:  $5 for handouts and assorted set up items provided by instructor 

  $25 Scarf kit fee (everything needed for workshop scarf project) 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#200  Barb Gallagher--Overshot Doubleweave on 4 shafts    Full day Thursday $100 

Skill level:  Suitable for anyone that can warp their loom and thread from a draft.  Rigid heddle loom weavers 

can learn doubleweave on their looms. 

Workshop Description:  Sounds crazy!  But, if you don’t like the floats in overshot – this eliminates them.   If 

you don’t like double weave on 4 shafts because you can only do plain weave – this will give you patterns.   

Learn how to take any overshot pattern and turn it into this technique. We’ll start off with an overview of 
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doubleweave.  Then you’ll learn how to take an overshot draft, do some magic – and create these patterns.  

And then - practice how to weave.   It’s really a lot of fun!  

Participants should bring:  a warped shaft loom at least 8” wide, yarns to use for weft – (same as your warp), 

and normal weaving tools and supplies.  

Rigid Heddle weavers need to bring their loom, 2 reeds with same DPI that’s appropriate for their yarn, 2 

pickup sticks wider than their warp and narrower than loom, warping supplies and 2 colors of yarn – we will set 

up the rigid heddle looms in class.  2 contrasting colors will help you see the 2 layers.  

Threading information and directions sent upon registration. 

Homework:  See the HOMEWORK sheet with threading information and directions which will be sent upon 

registration.  Shaft loom weavers you can choose what yarn and sett you prefer. Suggested yarns are 5/2 

cotton  at 32epi, 10/2 cotton @ 48 epi, or 3/2 cotton @ 24 epi. If you’d like to be adventurous, you could try 

some 8/2 tencel @ 40 epi or 5/2 bamboo @ 32 epi.   8” weaving width is suggested, but you can warp 

narrower.  Contact barb@weaversloft.com if you need help or have questions. 

Material Fee:  $10 handouts 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#420  Nicole Gillies – Dreaded Neck Warmer: A Unique Felted Cowl    Half day Saturday am $50 

Skill level:  All levels 

Workshop Description:  Make a gorgeous three-dimensional felted wool cowl that is truly a wearable work of 

art. Participants will learn how to make a custom cowl with lovely dread-like textures and other surface design 

elements that are truly unique to the wet felting process. 

Participants should bring:  Bucket, old towels 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Merino wool, soap, plastic sheeting, resist material, detailed packet, button, needle and 

thread, and miscellaneous items to add to the project. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#430  Nicole Gillies-- Felt Flower Bouquet    Half day Saturday pm $50 

Skill level:  All levels 

Workshop Description:  Felt flowers are a beautiful and versatile alternative to the real thing.  No watering 

necessary.  Participants will make 3-4 large felt flowers elegant enough to be a centerpiece in any home. 

Participants should bring:  Bucket, old towels 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Merino wool, soap, bubble wrap, detailed packet, and miscellaneous items to add to the 

project. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#320  Teresa Goatey -- Fun Techniques in Rug Hooking   Half day Friday am $50 

Skill level:  For beginners and more experienced rug hookers alike.   

Workshop Description:  In this class we will practice basic rug hooking techniques, as well as some fun 

techniques such as a proddy sunflower, sculpted hooking, and beading.  Embroidery hoops, rug hooks, and 

scissors will be available for use or purchase during the class.   

Participants should bring:  Students may bring their own hooking frame and rug hook if they wish. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Printed pattern and pre-cut materials for hooking. 

Class Limit:  12 
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#330  Teresa Goatey -- Spin and Ply with Tibetan Spindle     Half day Friday pm $50 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  Learn to make a finished 2-ply yarn using a couple of simple tools.  We will spin a 

single ply yarn on the Tibetan spindle, wind the single into a center-pull ball using a nostepinne, then ply the 

yarn from the ball back onto the spindle.  We have found that the Tibetan is the easiest way to learn to spin. 

The class fee covers a Tibetan spindle; nostepinnes will be available for use or purchase during class. 

Participants should bring:  N/A 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Tibetan spindle and fiber for practice. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#321  Gail Hollinger-- Beginning Soft Circuits: Light up Your Textiles with Conductive Thread and LED 

Lights: The Pendulum Pin                                                 Half day Friday am $50 

Skill level:  Basic hand sewing 

Workshop Description:  If you love bling, you are going to love Soft Circuits, lighting up your textiles and 

clothing with conductive thread and tiny, LED lights!  All you need are some basic hand sewing skills.  We will 

be making a pin with a pendulum which lights up the twinkling LEDs as it swings with your body’s movements.  

People will be amazed!  The pin itself will be constructed from fabric and paper.  Once you learn the basics of 

Soft Circuits (which includes some simple-to-understand electronics theory), you can begin adding lights to 

hats, clothing, handbags, pretty much anything you can sew through. 

Participants should bring:  Pair of sharp scissors 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Conductive thread, coin cell holder/switch, coin cell battery, LED lights, needles, fabric, 

paper, and a bound booklet of instructions. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#422   Gail Hollinger – Discontinuous Tri-loom                 Half day Saturday am $50 

Skill level:  Beginner  

Workshop Description:  I love my tri-loom but some yarns, especially light weight or highly textured yarns, 

will hang up on each other, fray, and even break.  Discontinuous weaving eliminates these issues and gets 

your weaving project going quickly: you will have three quarters of your yarn on the loom in less than an hour!  

This class includes a full color instruction booklet.  If you wish to finish your project during class, adjust your 

loom to a smaller size, about 24 inches wide.  Otherwise, weave a full-sized item and finish at home.  This 

class includes a full color book of instructions. 

Students should bring:  A tri-loom (any size) yarn sufficient to finish a project, scissors. 

Homework:  none 

Material fee:  none 

Class size:  10. 

 

 

#102  Bev Larson-- Crazy Fiber Woman Basket or Plain Jane Model  Full day Wednesday $100 

Skill level:  All Levels 

Workshop Description:  By popular request we are going to do a crazy basket using all kinds of materials: 

reed, yarn, leather, brillo pads, wire, cording, etc.  You can make your basket as crazy or as simple as you 



would like.  Bring your own special materials or I will have a big variety for you to choose from.  Option to 

practice backfill.   

Participants should bring:  A smile and any special material you want to include in your basket. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $30  Everything to complete the basket and use of tools. 

Class Limit:  10 

 

 

#201  Bev Larson-- Extra Large Market Basket   Full day Thursday $100 

Skill level:  All Levels 

Workshop Description:  This very large market basket will have the traditional techniques we have used in 

the past but add optional triple twining, four rod wale and a new to you rimming technique that gives the double 

lashed rim look but with x’s on both  the inside and out.  Traditional techniques will be an option for those who 

prefer those. 

Participants should bring:  A smile. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee: $30  Everything to complete the basket and use of tools. 

Class Limit:  10 

 

 

#306  Kathy McMinn – Black Market Basket  Full day Friday $100 

Skill Level: Advanced Beginner 

Workshop Description:  This is a great sized market basket to carry many things. It starts with black spokes, 

which makes for a great contrast for color. It will have a nice sturdy rim and handle. Color choices will be 

available. Basket is about 12” x 16” x 8” high (17” with handle). 

Students should bring:  Apron 

Homework: None 

Material fee: $28 covers all weaving materials and handle. 

Class limit: 12 

 

 

#331 Ellen Minard--   Design a Sock Blank         Half day Friday pm $50 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description: Want to design your own sock colors? We will start with a very brief overview of hand 

painting, take a look at some dyed blanks, and how they will knit up into a pair of socks (because what you see 

is not necessarily what you get), and then quickly move on to the fun! You will design your own color-way and 

paint a sock blank. These blanks are double-strand, which means you will end up with yarn to knit a pair of 

exactly matching socks! If time permits, students can choose to purchase and dye more blanks, because it is a 

little addicting!  

Students should bring: An old t-shirt or apron. 

Material fee: $15  Covers one blank and all dyes needed.   

Class limit: 12 

 

 

#421 Ellen Minard—Tonals: Two Ways    Half day Saturday am $50 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  You will learn two different ways to get a tonal yarn, that will be very much the same, 

yet very different.  We’ll see some samples of what the final product will look like, review the basics of 



handpainting, and then quickly move on to the fun!  You can choose to dye a skein or a blank.  If time permits, 

additional skeins & blanks will be available for purchase. 

Students should bring: An old t-shirt or apron. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Covers your choice of one skein or one blank and all dies needed.   

Class limit: 12 

 

 

#431  Ellen Minard—Same Dye, Different Yarn     Half day Saturday pm $50 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  In this workshop you will see how using different fibers as a base yarn will affect the 

final product.  We’ll very briefly cover the basics of handpainting, then you will choose your own color way and 

dye three different skeins of yarn in the same colorway.  We will be using a white, tan and gray for the base 

yarns. 

Students should bring: An old t-shirt or apron. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Covers 3 skeins of yarn and all dyes needed. 

Class limit: 12 

 

 

#222  Ruthanne Morningstar-- Bookmark Weaving Loom     Half day Thursday am $50 

Skill level:  All Levels 

Workshop Description:  Handwoven Bookmarks are great gifts and making them is a great way to pass the 

time while waiting for appointments or riding in the car.    

Participants should bring:  N/A 

Homework:  None  

Material Fee: $15  All warp, weaving yarns and loom. Does not include weaving beater, but will be available 

for purchase. 

Class Limit: 12 

 

 

#234  Ruthanne Morningstar -- Woven Mug Rugs    Half day Thursday pm  $50 

Skill level:  All Levels 

Workshop Description:  Nobody ever has enough Mug Rugs.  So, bring your creativity and learn to make 

something that’s uniquely yours.  Best of all, you get to keep the handmade wooden loom! 

Participants should bring:  N/A 

Homework: None 

Material Fee:  $15  Loom, warp, weaving yarns, and handout. Does not include Beater. Beater will be 

available for purchase. 

Class Limit: 12 

 

 

#307  Ruthanne Morningstar-- Tapestry Weaving      Full day Friday $100 

Skill level:  All Levels 

Workshop Description:  This workshop is focused on tapestry techniques including: warping your loom, color 

changes, interlocking, diagonal and vertical weaving. Instructor will share techniques, tips and tricks learned 

while working extensively with Master Navajo Weavers. 

Participants should bring:  N/A 

Homework:  None 



Material Fee: $30 Loom, warp, weaving yarns, patterns, book suggestions & handout. Does not include 

beater. Beater will be available for purchase. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

#103  Bex Oliger--Continuous Strand Weaving (CSW) 2-Day Class    

 Full day Wednesday & Thursday $200 

Skill level:  No weaving experience needed 

Workshop Description:  Complete a large triangular shawl, a throw blanket or pillow, or a rectangular scarf 

using the magical Continuous Strand Weaving Method on our large, adjustable triangle, rectangle or square 

frame looms.  This ingenious technique warps the loom as you weave – and you only have to do half the 

weaving!  Basic weaves; color changes; twills; connecting and fixing pieces; and, fringing will be covered in 

class.  Great for using handspun yarns as there are no reeds and heddles to thread and there is no loom 

waste!  

Participants should bring:  Scissors, note paper and pencil.  Bring 500-800 yds of heavy worsted to bulky 

weight yarn or purchase from teacher.  Please email instructor for more details:  bexoli@gmail.com. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee: $25  Use of loom and tools and an instructional handout.  Yarns for student projects may be 

purchased for $30 and up depending on project and yarns used.  

Class Limit:  10 

  

#232  Esther Peregrine--Fun with Silk Cocoons (Making Matawas)   Half day Thursday pm $50 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  Have you ever seen silk cocoons and wondered how they become fluffy layers of 

fiber called mawatas, also known as hankies and caps?  Learn how to soften and spread Bombyx mori 

(mulberry silk) cocoons over frames to make silk hankies and caps for use in spinning, knitting, felting, or 

quilting.  There will also be Eri, Muga, and Tussah species of silk cocoons to try.  Frames for stretching 

cocoons will be provided to use during class and can be purchased to take home if desired.  

Participants should bring:  N/A 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $30  80 silk cocoons, instruction handout, and degumming solution 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#303 Esther Perigrine-- Intro to Silk Reeling    Full day Friday $100 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  Follow in the footsteps of Empress Hsi Ling Shi, credited with the discovery of silk, 

and learn the ancient art of reeling silk cocoons!  Use traditional Japanese zakuri reels and learn simpler 

options, too.  With the reeled silk, learn how to make and degum flat silk, silk tram and silk organzine thread. 

Spinning is required to make tram and organzine.  However, non-spinners can produce flat silk, suitable for 

embroidery or use the raw silk as is for weaving and degum the finished fabric later. 

Participants should bring:  Spinning wheel, spinning bobbins, (niddy noddy and weaving bobbin winder if 

you have them)  

Homework:  None 

Material Fee: $15  Silk cocoons, instruction handouts, degumming solution 

Class Limit:  9 

 

 

#322  Jana Rolston--Try Before You Buy-Fiber Tools   Half day Friday am $50 
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Skill level:  Beginner to Expert 

Workshop Description: Have you ever been interesting in trying out some of those fancy fiber processing 

tools before you make the commitment to buy?  Students will have an opportunity to try out various fiber 

processing equipment: combs, swing picker, spinning wheels, spindles, electric spinning wheels and a drum 

carder.    No fiber processing equipment will be for sale as part of this class, as the instructor does NOT sell 

fiber equipment. 

Participants should bring:  N/A 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  4 oz of wool needed to test out fiber tools 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#332  Jana Rolston -- Playing with Plying    Half day Friday pm $50 

Skill level:  Intermediate to Expert 

Workshop Description:  Come ply with us!!  We will cover several plying techniques including Navajo/chain 

plying and bubble crepe. 

Participants should bring: Functioning spinning wheel for plying, preferably with a large orifice and a lazy 

kate 

Homework: None 

Material Fee:  $15  4 oz of wool and thread for class.    

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#402  Jana Rolston--Intro to Art Yarn    Full day Saturday $100 

Skill level:  Intermediate to Expert 

Workshop Description: Beehives, coils and thick n’ thin!  Come and spin the art yarn of your dreams!  Create 

fun and functional art yarn with techniques for single-ply and variations on creative plying! 

Participants should bring:  Functioning spinning wheel for plying, preferably with a large orifice and a lazy 

kate. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee: $15  4 oz of wool and thread for class 

Class Limit: 12 

 

 

#105  Joan Sheridan -- Better Understanding Weaving Drafts     Full day Wednesday $100 

Skill level:  Students should have a rudimentary understanding of how a weaving draft works.  

Workshop Description:  Kick up your weaving a notch by spending a day working with weaving drafts, 

including making your own name draft.  Move from following patterns to creating patterns.  We will also discuss 

project planning and applying what you learn about drafting as well as examining what fabrics look like 

compared to their drafts to help you see the transition from paper to fabric. 

Participants should bring:  None 

Homework:  N/A 

Material Fee:  $10  Handout, straight edge and pencils 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#206  Joan Sheridan--Stranded Knitting: MFF 2021 Hat   Full day Thursday $100 

Skill level:  Intermediate knitter with stranded knitting experience 



Workshop Description:  This Michigan themed hat is chock full of learning opportunities.  We will practice a 

provisional cast on; making a hem and sewing it down; working double seed stitch using two colors, using 

duplicate stitching and making a tassel attached to a square braid.  After working a swatch and learning the 

techniques, students will cast on for the hat.  

Participants should bring:  US F crochet hook, Straight tapestry needle for fingering weight yarn, Locking 

stitch markers. Note: if you have a smaller head, you will want to bring US1 and US3 16" needles, if you have 

a larger head you will want US 2 and US3 needles. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $45 Includes Handout, pattern, yarn for MFF Hat and yarn for swatching. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#304  Joan Sheridan--Warping and Weaving with Ease    Full day Friday $100 

Skill level:  Beginning multi-shaft weaver 

Workshop Description:  Dressing the loom is critical to making weaving pleasant.  Imagine being able to 

warp all by yourself having fewer broken threads, better selvedges, no aching back, and less loom waste.  This 

class is for the early, weekend and production weaver.  Participants of all levels will learn something new that 

makes a world of difference.  Joan will share “weaving hacks” that can make your warping, weaving, and 

finishing better and faster.  Class will be taught lecture style, with some hands-on work on the warping mill, 

warping board, trapeze and loom.  This class is a must for all weavers. 

Participants should bring:  Note taking materials 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $20  Yarn and 30 page full-color workbook 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 

#305  Katja  Szarafinski -- Simple Dyeing from the Michigan Garden  Full day Friday $100 

Skill level:  Beginner 

Workshop Description:  Learn how to gather your garden splendor into fiber with simple nontoxic methods.  

Achieve true blue with an ice water indigo dye bath; boil fresh dahlia flowers for bright orange; summer 

marigolds for golden yellows and deep greens.  Find out about cultivation, harvest and storage of dye 

materials.  

Participants should bring: Comfortable clothes that can get dirty. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Plant matter, wool for dyeing, fresh indigo seed 

Class Limit:  12   

 

 

#104 Amy Tyler – Spinning with Silk Hankies   Full day Wednesday $100 

Skill level:  Intermediate spinning skills  

Workshop Description: Silk hankies are a “mawata” silk that consist of very thin layers of silk squares. We 

will learn strategies for preparing these hankies for spinning, and then we will spin them using various 

strategies, including chain plying. We will cover strategies for making your hands smooth to minimize snagging 

of silk on your hands, and various uses of silk hankies and yarns spun from them. 

Participants should bring:  a spinning wheel in good working order, 3 bobbins, lazy kate 

Homework:  none  

Material Fee:  $20  Samples for examination, fibers for spinning, notebook with handouts, sundry supplies 

Class Limit: 15 

 



 

#205  Amy Tyler – Spinning Goat Fibers   Full day Thursday $100 

Skill level:  Intermediate spinning skills   

Workshop Description: Baby goats are cute, right? But the fibers they can produce are fabulous: Mohair! 

Cashmere! Pygora! From long & lustrous to short & soft, goat fibers make wonderful yarns. This workshop is a 

survey class in which we will spin these fibers as well as blends with wool and silk. There will be some 

discussion of the animals themselves, and we will address the best ways to use these fibers and the yarns 

made from them. 

Participants should bring:  a spinning wheel in good working order, extra bobbins, lazy kate 

Homework:  none    

Material Fee: $20  Samples for examination, fibers for spinning, notebook with handouts, sundry supplies 

Class Limit: 15 

 

 

#323  Amy Tyler – Variations on Long Draw: Creating Woolen Yarns   Half day Friday am $50 

Skill level:  Intermediate spinning skills  

Workshop Description: “Long draw” spinning techniques are often used to create “woolen” yarns – yarns that 

are airy, lofty, soft and warm!  We will cover three variations of long draw using commercially-prepared carded 

rovings, drum carded batts, and hand carded rolags. We will create samples of thick, lopi-style singles yarns, 

as well as thinner, plied woolen yarns. In the process, we will discuss the types of fiber that work best for 

different long draw techniques, how to create a hand carded rolag, and how best to use woolen yarns. 

Participants should bring: hand cards, a spinning wheel in good working order, 3 bobbins, lazy kate 

Homework:  none   

Material Fee: $20  Samples for examination, fibers for carding and spinning, notebook with handouts, sundry 

supplies 

Class Limit: 15 

 

 

#333  Amy Tyler – Variations on Short Draw: Creating Worsted Yarns   Half day Friday pm $50 

Skill level:  Intermediate spinning skills  

Workshop Description: “Short draw” spinning techniques are typically used to create “worsted” yarns which 

are smooth and strong. In addition to covering variations on this spinning technique, we will cover influences of 

fiber types, fiber preparations, and amount of twist on the worsted nature of yarns. We will focus mostly on 

combed fibers, and we will cover techniques for hand combing wool. Finally, we will cover advantageous uses 

of yarns that have been spun with short draw. 

Participants should bring: hand combs, a spinning wheel in good working order, 3 bobbins, lazy kate 

Homework: none    

Material Fee: $15  Samples for examination, fibers for combing and spinning, notebook with handouts, sundry 

supplies. 

Class Limit: 15 

 

 

#403  Amy Tyler – Beginning Spinning on a Wheel   Full day Saturday $100 

Skill level: Beginner 

Workshop Description: In this workshop, participants will be introduced to the marvelous craft of spinning 

yarn on a spinning wheel. We will cover the parts and workings of the spinning wheel, and we will spin 

“singles” yarn from wool rovings. We will then ply those singles into a 2-ply yarn. We will cover the basics of 

fiber preparation and yarn finishing. Participants will leave with a completed skein of their own handspun yarn. 

Participants should bring: a spinning wheel that works with at least one bobbin; ball winder optional 

Homework: none      



Material Fee: $20 Samples for examination, fibers for spinning, notebook with handouts, sundry supplies 

Class Limit: 10 

 

 

#121  Elizabeth Whitton -- Beginner Landscape Painting with Wool: Mountain Sunset 

Half day Wednesday am $50 

Skill level:  No experience necessary but because felting needles are sharp, this class requires good hand-

eye coordination, manual dexterity and ability to work with focus and care.  

Workshop Description: Learn how to make a needle felted landscape. This class is great for complete 

beginners or those who have tried other types of needle felting but want to learn how to make felted pictures 

and flat motifs. Go home with a finished “Mountain Sunset” and the confidence to try out other needle felting 

projects.    

Participants should bring:  needle felting tool/s if you have some (not necessary but can make the project go 

faster) 

Homework: None 

Material Fee: $15   All materials included 

Class Limit:  14 

 

 

#131 Elizabeth Whitton-- Beginner Landscape Painting with Wool: Grazing Sheep   

Half day Wednesday pm $50 

Skill level:  No experience necessary but because felting needles are sharp, this class requires good hand-

eye coordination, manual dexterity and ability to work with focus and care.  

Workshop Description:  Learn how to make a needle felted landscape. This class is great for complete 

beginners or those who have tried other types of needle felting but want to learn how to make felted 

pictures and flat motifs. Go home with a finished “Grazing Sheep” picture and the confidence to try out 

other needle felting projects.   

Participants should bring: needle felting tool/s if you have some (not necessary but can make the project go 

faster) 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee: $15  All materials included 

Class Limit:  14 

 

 

#404 Megan Williams -- Ultra Violet: A Natural Dye Study  Full day Saturday $100 

Skill level:  Beginner to Advanced 

Workshop Description:  We’ll be exploring the magic of achieving natural purples from barks, bugs and roots. 

Come prepared to learn how to set up natural dye pots, dye with four red and pink producing dyes and over-

dye with indigo and iron to achieve bright and saddened purples. We’ll be working on a dye study together in 

order to achieve 12 colors on 3 types of natural materials for a total of 36 different samples.  These samples 

will be used to later fill a dye binder complete with recipes to achieve similar colors at home.  This workshop 

will cover safety/clean up procedures, how to prepare dye materials as well as where to purchase dye stuff. 

Each participant will leave with enough dyed fiber samples to fill a dye binder 

Participants should bring:  Clothes to get messy in. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15  Fiber Samples, dyes, and a binder of instructions and places for dye study samples. 

Class Limit:  12 

 

 



#500  Megan Williams – Greenery: A Plant Dye Study   Full day Sunday $100 

Skill level:  Beginner to Advance 

Workshop Description:  We’ll be exploring the magic of achieving a natural green from flowers, fruits and 

roots.  Come prepared to learn how to set up natural dye pots, dye with four yellow producing dyes and over-

dye with indigo and iron to achieve bright greens and saddened olive greens.  We’ll be working on a dye study 

together in order to achieve 12 colors on 3 types of natural materials for a total of 36 different samples.  These 

samples will be used to later fill a dye binder complete with recipes to achieve similar colors at home.  This 

workshop will cover safety/clean up procedures, how to prepare dye materials, as well as where to purchase 

dye stuff.  Each participant will leave with enough dyed fiber samples to fill a dye binder. 

Participants should bring:  Clothes to get messy in. 

Homework:  None 

Material Fee:  $15 Fiber Samples, dyes, and a binder of instructions and places for dye study samples. 

Class Limit:  12 

 


